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Shareholder and Attorney at Law

Brenna Galvin is an elder law attorney at Maser, Amundson, Boggio & Hendricks, P.A. She practices in the areas of Long-term care planning, Veterans benefits, Medical Assistance, Estate planning, Disability planning, including Supplemental and Special needs trusts, and Estate and Trust Administration. Brenna provides resources that enhance her clients’ quality of life and gives her clients and their families comfort in knowing that they have planned for the worst, so they can live their best. Brenna chose to become an attorney because she believes law at its core is a helping profession. She draws her inspiration from intergenerational interactions in her own large family and years of working with seniors and individuals with disabilities. Brenna is a graduate of the University of Minnesota with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and Political Science, and she earned her Juris Doctor from William Mitchell College of Law. Brenna is involved in a number of professional and community organizations, including the Elder Law Governing Council of the Minnesota State Bar Association, the National Academy of Elder Law Attorneys, the Bancroft Neighborhood Association, Minneapolis Rowing Club, the University of Minnesota M Club, and Kairos Alive! Brenna was recently featured the book, A Survival Guide to Aging. When Brenna is not working, you can find her exploring the North Shore, rowing on the Mississippi River, roaming farmers markets and art museums, and attending concerts and plays throughout the Cities.

HISTORY OF THE FIRM
For more than 30 years, Maser, Amundson, Boggio & Hendricks, P.A. attorneys have skillfully advised and zealously represented clients on a wide range of specialized legal services.

Our core values sustain our services that meet the needs of all generations at all stages of life, with deep roots in elder law and estate planning. To better serve our clients in this area, we added a geriatric care manager to our staff in 2011.

Deeply committed to community, we are a seasoned resource in all areas of our practice and active participants in community outreach. One of our passions is supporting research and care for families affected by Parkinson’s disease.

The attorneys at Maser, Amundson, Boggio & Hendricks, P.A. have earned a reputation for providing competent legal advice and judgement. We’ve built life-long client relationships by adhering to our core values, while treating clients with a high level of personal attention.

Our attorneys have earned recognition, being named to the Minnesota Super Lawyers list, The Minnesota Women Super Lawyers list by Minnesota Law and Politics and Mpls. St. Paul Magazine, as well as Alumna of Notable Achievement from the University of Minnesota.
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